Vibrational circular dichroism and ab initio structure elucidation of an aromatic foldamer†
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Ab initio calculations together with vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) are validated as very accurate tools for studying conformations and estimating conformational energies and helical handedness preferences of an entire, large (112 atoms), abiotic foldamer.

The rapidly increasing number of foldamer families suggests that synthesizing new interesting oligomers no longer constitutes a major obstacle.1 However, the unambiguous elucidation of a new folded structure is often more difficult and methodological development on this front could be valuable to many. The challenge generally consists in adapting tools that have already been optimized for studying biopolymer conformations, such as NMR,2 circular dichroism in the UV–vis range (CD),3 molecular dynamics3b,4 and, for those most rigid oligomer backbones, X-ray crystallography.1c,5,6 Less common techniques have proven useful as well, e.g. electron spin resonance.7 Here, we describe the first example of a successful ab initio calculation and vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) structure elucidation of an entire helically folded abiotic oligomer. These techniques are common to assess the conformation of small molecules, but their potency is far from being fully explored to study large objects and systems held by multiple non covalent bonds. Our purpose being to evaluate the accuracy of these techniques and to foster their use, we have applied them to a quinoline derived R-chiral tetramer 1 (Fig. 1), the structure of which is fully backed by crystallographic, CD and NMR data.2b,6

Previous ab initio studies of the conformation of foldamers have been performed on truncated motifs to examine local effects.8 Thus, they did not involve essential interactions between sites remote in the oligomer sequences that come in proximity upon folding. Ab initio calculations were also performed on helicenes, which possess no conformational freedom,9,10 whilst semi-empirical methods failed to predict the structure of phenylene ethynylene oligomers.11 Computational powers now available allow ab initio calculations to be performed even on relatively large objects, and a few studies of supramolecular assemblies have recently appeared.12 We thus ventured to optimize at a high density functional theory level (B3LYP, 6-31G* basis set) the three conformations of 1 (C_{32}H_{46}O_{10}N_6, 112 atoms) that we had previously characterized in the solid state6 and which seemed the most reasonable on the grounds of steric. Each calculation required more than 240 h cpu time for 50 cycles of optimization and more than 800 h cpu time to predict the frequency/intensity of the vibrational absorption and circular dichroism spectra. These three conformations possess either right (P) or left (M) handedness, and variable conformations at the PhC=NH linkage (Fig. 1). In M2 and P2, the phenyl group is aligned with the helical backbone whilst in M3 it points away from the helix.

Crystal structures are not always representative of ground state conformations. However, in the case of 1, the optimized structures were found to be remarkably similar to the helically folded conformations observed in crystals (see supporting information†). Specifically, the helical pitch (3.5 Å), the position of the first carbon of each side chain in the plane of quinoline rings and even the curvature (2.5 units per turn) are very well reproduced by the calculations. Small differences include the exact position of the phenyl ring which, unlike in crystals, does not lie flat on the helix in the optimized P2 and M2 conformers. This apparently results from an interaction between a phenyl CH and an amide carbonyl below in the helix (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Formula of tetramer 1 and stick representation of the optimized structures of three of its conformers, two left handed (M2, M3) and one right handed (P2). Isobutyl groups have been replaced by methyl groups in the calculations. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity except those of the phenethyl moiety. Dotted lines indicate C_{aryl}–H···O interactions.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: experimental methods, structural details of the optimized structures and VCD spectra. See DOI: 10.1039/b604462j
The calculated Gibbs free energies of the optimized conformations show that M2 is the most stable conformer (Table 1). The values predict that the left handed helices (M2 + M3) should account for 90.9% of the total population whilst the right handed helix (P2) should represent 9.1%. Despite the small energy differences between the three conformers (at most 5.4 kJ mol⁻¹), this prediction of the sign and strength of handedness induction in 1 by the chiral terminal phenethyl-amino group matches perfectly the values measured in solution by NMR and CD. The surprising accuracy of a theoretical prediction made in the absence of any solvent for a phenomenon observed in solution probably resides in the fact that, for aromatic amide oligomers such as 1, solvent does not seem to influence much the stability of the folded structures (e.g. in CHCl₃, DMSO, H₂O, MeOH) or the strength of handedness induction (e.g. in CHCl₃, DMSO). The calculated Gibbs free energies of the optimized conformations (Table 1) and the conformation of the terminal chiral group affects the VCD bandshape of the amide I (mainly C=O stretching vibrations) mode located at 1678 cm⁻¹ and of the mode observed at 1205 cm⁻¹. In both cases, the simulated spectrum of M2 is the closest to the experimental spectrum (see supporting information) and the sum of the three calculated spectra in proportions that reflect the Gibbs free energies of the three conformers fit well to the experimental spectrum.

Thus, all data consistently point to a higher stability of conformer M2. Why then do less stable P2 and M3 conformers also occur in the solid state? We note that, in both cases, obvious crystal packing effects exist. P2 co-crystallizes with M2 and is involved in a pseudo-centrosymmetry and the phenyl group of M3 is engaged in specific intermolecular stacking interactions.

In summary, ab initio calculations and VCD together provide a detailed and accurate description of the conformation of foldamer 1 that much improves our initial qualitative analysis based on steric effects. Calculations apparently have very good prediction power in the case of oligomers such as 1, but all relevant conformers must be examined to predict, for example, the preferred helical handedness (M2 is more stable but P2 and M3 have similar energies). Studies as this one still require powerful computer facilities, but with calculation powers constantly increasing, it is expected that such large systems may be assessed routinely in the near future.
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Table 1 Conformation and energies of tetramer 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conformers</th>
<th>Gibbs energy/hartree</th>
<th>AG/kJ mol⁻¹</th>
<th>Pop. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>-3250.501748</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>-3250.503807</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>-3250.51560</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Comparison of the experimental VCD spectrum of tetramer 1 in CDCl₃ with DFT calculated VCD spectra of M3, M2 and P2 conformers: (A) the NH stretching region; and (B) mid-infrared region. Calculated spectra are vertically offset for clarity. The arrow indicates the band assigned to the terminal amide NH stretching vibration. A good match between experimental and calculated spectra is formally defined by the sign and intensity of each band. The visual impression of a good match depends on the selected half-width of the bands and could be improved arbitrarily by choosing different half-widths for each band.
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Notes and references

† The starting geometries of P2 and M2 conformers were built from the crystal structures found for the corresponding conformers of the octamer.

§ This mode can be assigned in part to C–N stretching vibration but it is coupled with others vibrations of the helical backbone.


